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TIRED OF THE SAME OLD 
RESULTS?

Does your problem solving strategy 
seem to lead to the same old trade-offs? Is 
the best that you can accomplish as a 
leader a compromise that minimizes 
unpleasant consequences for opposing 
sides? Are you in a creative slump when it 
comes to moving your enterprise in a 
new, exciting, and productive direction? If 
you have answered yes to any of  these 
questions, The Opposable Mind by Roger 
Martin will provide you with some new 
tools.

Drawing on his research of  the most 
influential and successful business leaders 
of  our time, Martin suggests that the one 
common characteristic they all share is 
integrative thinking. That is, they are able 
to use their opposable minds to leverage 
opposing ideas thereby creating 
innovative solutions to problems that are 
superior to the original opposing ideas.

Because Martin explores the stories 
of  great leaders such as Isadore Sharp of  
the Four Seasons Hotel empire and Bob 
Young of  the Red Hat Software coup, 
one could easily conclude that integrative 
thinking is reserved for the gifted few. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. 
In his exploration of  exemplary leaders’ 
integrative thinking patterns, Martin 
reveals that anyone can cultivate 
integrative thinking skills that will jettison, 
to new heights, a leader’s ability to create 
innovative solutions to problems.

Questions the reader will be able to 
answer after reading The 
Opposable Mind:

1. What are the processes of  integrative 
thinking? How do these differ from 
conventional thinking?

2. What are the constituent elements of  
integrative thinking?

3. What capacities must be developed to 
become an integrative thinker?

4. How might one work toward becoming 
an integrative thinker and also begin to 
develop integrative thinking capacity in 
an organization?
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Choices, Conflict, and the Creative 
Spark: The Problem Solving Power of 
Integrative Thinkers

Thinking
In the typical business model, 

leaders faced with difficult problems use a 
binary thinking process. That is, they 
make choices between options. According 
to Martin, these leaders choose the path 
of  least loss. Too often, the tenure of  
these leaders is short-lived.

By contrast, exemplary leaders with 
true staying power have the ability to 
simultaneously consider two 
diametrically-opposed ideas without 
losing sight of  either idea. They use 
integrative thinking to create a synthesis 
of  the two ideas resulting in a solution to 
the problem that is superior to either 
idea. 

The Opposable Mind
All humans are born with an 

opposable thumb that must be used in 
order to be effective. According to 
Martin, all humans are born with the 

capacity to work with opposing ideas 
because of  the opposable mind. Like, the 
opposable thumb, the opposable mind 
must be exercised in order for its capacity 
to be fully realized. The capacity to use 
the opposable mind is one of  the 
hallmarks of  great leaders.

The Case for Thinking
Doing is the focus of  a great deal of  

the leadership literature. However, doing 
is almost always preceded by thinking, 
conscious or not. More interesting than 
the actions of  great leaders, are the 
cognitive processes they employ to produce 
those actions. Since integrative thinking is 
a practiceable skill, analysis of  this 
cognitive process enables us to suggest a 
pedagogy of  integrative thinking and, 
therefore, a pathway to great leadership.

   

“The test of first-
rate intelligence is 
the ability to hold 
two opposing ideas 
in mind at the 
same time and still 
retain the ability to 
function. One 
should, for 
example, be able to 
see that things are 
hopeless yet be 
determined to 
make them 
otherwise.”

- F. Scott Fitzgerald

“ Integrative 
thinking offers us 
the choice not 
between, but of.”

- Martin

No Stomach for Second-Best: How 
Integrative Thinkers Move Beyond 
Trade-Offs
Cognitive Features of  Decision-Making
The process of  decision-making includes 4 important features. 
1. Salience- Which features of  the situation are important to the problem at hand?
2. Causality- What is our mental model of  the relationship(s) between the salient 

factors of  the situation?
3. Architecture- How do we arrange the causal relationships in order to produce an 

outcome?
4. Resolution- What is the decision?
These 4 features describe both conventional and integrative thinking. The difference 
between the 2 ways of  thinking lies in how relationships between and within the features are 
conceived and the leaders’ tolerance for complexity in decision-making.
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Conventional Thinking
The aim of  conventional thinking is to simplify or 

reduce the complexity of  the features of  the cognitive 
process to reach a resolution as efficiently as possible. This 
simplification process begins with consideration of  what 

features of  the situation are salient. That is, which narrow set 
of  features must be considered in order to come to a 
resolution.  Often, poor resolution of  issues can be tracked 

back to which issues were considered salient in the first place.
The view of  causality in conventional thinking is also 

narrowly defined. Relationships between salient features are 

binary and linear, typically defined as dependent and 
independent variables. Poor understanding of  causality 
(direction, magnitude, relationship) leads to unsatisfactory 
resolution of  problems.

As saliency is narrowed and causality is simplified, 
architecture becomes piece-meal. As complex features of  the 
decision to be made are eliminated through simplification, 

the holistic view of  the situation at hand is lost.
The trade-off  for quick resolution in conventional 

thinking is an unpleasant solution. Typically, after narrowing 

the scope of  difficult decision, conventional thinking leads to 
the selection of  the least unpleasant resolution. Conventional 
thinkers tend to accept the world the way it is so they are 
unable to consider new creative solutions to problems. The 

best they can come up with is a trade-off.

Integrative Thinking
By contrast, the aim of  integrative thinking is to 

wade full into the mess of  the situation and determine 
the best solution possible. The underlying principle is 
that the world is not as it seems.

Because integrative thinkers insist upon viewing 
problems in a more holistic manner, they tend to 
consider a broader range of  salient features. While 
broadly defined salience creates a bigger, more complex 
mess, it also provides more possibility as the integrative 
thinker proceeds through the decision-making process.

The tendency of  integrative thinkers to select a 
broader range of  saliency enables them to perceive multi-
directional and nonlinear causal relationships between 
and among those salient features.

A multi-perception of  causality leads to a more 
complete conception of  architecture. Rather than 
eliminating and simplifying the architecture, integrative 
thinkers keep the problem firmly in their minds while 
they work on the problem’s constituent parts.

The pay-off  for viewing the problem holistically, and 

not simplifying complex pieces through 

elimination, is the generation of  creative solutions, 

possibilities and new ideas. The integrative thinker 

does not believe that the world is as it appears and 

is, therefore, able to discover solutions that elude 

the conventional thinker.

“[C]omplexity presents a cognitive challenge that integrative thinkers 
welcome, because they know that complexity brings along in its train an 

opportunity for breakthrough resolution.”- Martin
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Conventional vs. Integrative Thinking
Feature Conventional Thinking Integrative Thinking

Salience
• Narrowly defined range

• Focuses on obvious features only
• Broadly defined range

• Considers less obvious features

Causality • Linear (x produces y) Multi-directional and complex

Architecture
• Simple

• Problems can be broken into workable pieces to 
be considered separately

• Complex (multi-featured)

• All pieces need to be viewed in context of  the 
whole.

Resolution
• Binary (either A or B) • Innovative outcomes

• Tensions between opposing models are used to 
create new and better models
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Reality, Resistance, and Resolution: How Integrative 
Thinkers Keep Their Options Open

Q&A
Why do so few people use integrative thinking?

Integrative thinking is not the factory setting of  our brains. Since 
our experience and our education favor conventional thinking, 
our minds have a natural tendency to filter data as we build 
models of  our experience.

What is the effect of filtering on our perception of 
reality?

As our brains filter data, we create narratives, or mental models of 
our reality. Because our minds tend to unconsciously add meaning 
to our experience, our narratives are only representations of  the 
reality that we experience and not reality itself. 

How do the cognitive features of salience, causality, 
architecture, and resolution shape our narrative?

The human brain is easily overwhelmed by too much data. The 
brain’s perceptual systems fragment, and salient data is eliminated 
as the brain simplifies the problem. This, in turn, leads to 
elimination of  important causality factors, development of  limited 
architecture, and unsatisfactory resolution.

What do conventional thinkers do with opposing 

models?

As we often do not distinguish our models of  reality from reality 
itself, the brain’s natural tendency is to reject one model over the 
other. This either/or orientation to problem solving prevents the 
activation of  the opposable mind. Conventional thinkers see 
opposable models as truths to be defended or lies to be eliminated.

How do integrative thinkers approach opposing 

models?

• The way we do things are models of  reality and not reality 
itself.

• The goals of  analysis of  opposing models is not to refute one 
model or the other, but to create a new model. Exploring the 
tensions between the models leads to the creation of  a better 
one.

• The emergence of  unpleasant tradeoffs indicates a need to 
redesign the model from the ground up.

• Integrative thinkers take personal responsibility for finding the 
new model.
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“Reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent 
one.”
-Albert Einstein

Dancing Through Complexity: Shaping Resolutions by 
Resisting Simplification

Simplification and Specialization: The Enemies of  Integrative Thinking
Simplification and specialization lead to a perception of  reality being more shallow and superficial 

than it actually is. Simplification is the process of  reducing a problem to its most manageable basic criteria. 
Specialization, on the other hand, enables us to completely ignore reality outside of  our area of  expertise. 
Both simplification and specialization are coping mechanisms that we employ in the face of  organizational 
complexity; both impair the integrative thinking process. The net result of  simplification and specialization 
is construction of  incomplete models of  problems, which leads to the choice of  what Martin calls the best bad 
solution.

Embracing Complexity: The Hallmark of  the Integrative Thinker
Integrative thinkers know that in order to construct the best solution to a problem they must consider 

a broad range of  salience and multi-directional causality. Integrative thinkers must, therefore, seek 
complexity as they construct models of  reality. In order to manage complex problems, integrative thinkers 
must master feelings of  panic in the face of  that complexity. This is accomplished through robust 
knowledge of  the problem, taking responsibility for the problem, setting unyielding standards, building 
teams, and looking for patterns, connections and causal relationships in order to create holistic architecture 
that will lead to a creative solution.

“Organizations seek to 
transform confusing, 
interactive environments 
into less confusing, less 
interactive ones by 
decomposing domains 
and treating the resulting 
sub-domains as 
autonomous.”
- Martin
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Mapping the Mind: How Thought 
Circulates

PERSONAL 

KNOWLEDGE 

SYSTEM

Building integrative thinking capacity 
is dependent on our personal knowledge 
system or how we see the world. Our 
personal knowledge systems include three 

features:  stance, tools, and experiences. 
These three elements influence one another 
in a multi-directional flow. The ultimate 

goal of  one’s personal knowledge system is 
to create value for the world.

Your Personal Knowledge System

1. STANCE

“You’re not 

very good so 

criticism is 

always valid.”

- Young

Who You Are and What You’re After

Stance is described by one’s perception of  the world and one’s perception of  self  in the world. 
This may be implicit or explicit. Stance includes our strengths and our weaknesses. We must be  

especially aware of  our unique individual elements such as cultural and community values, which are 
almost always implicit dimensions of  stance. 

According to Martin, the ideal stance is one of  humility because in humility we recognize that 

we can always learn and that criticism is always valid. In this way, we can improve a little bit on a 
daily basis. Key virtues of  stance include subduing the impulse to go on the defensive, motivation to 
find a solution, patience to not jump to a conclusion, determination, reserving judgement, and 

building data over time. Failure to understand our stance blinds us to our assumptions about the 
reality we perceive.

2.  TOOLS

“Learning 

trumps 

intellect.”

-Young

Knocking the World Into Shape

Our stance determines which tools we will accumulate to understand and organize our reality. 
Tools, which enable us to recognize and categorize problems, include formal theories, processes, and 

rules of  thumb. The capacity for learning new tools is more important than being brilliant. The 
person whose stance dictates that learning new tools will help solve a problem has a distinct 
advantage over the person who believes himself  to be intellectually superior and therefore unable to 

open himself  to the possibility of  new learning.

3.  EXPERIENCE

“We shape 

our tools and 

afterwards our 

tools shape us.”

- Martin

Where Stance and Tools Meet the World

Our experience, the accumulated product of  our stance and our tools,  forms knowledge at the 
most practical level. Experience helps us hone sensitivity and skill. Sensitivity is the capacity to 

distinguish between things that are similar but not exactly the same. We gain skills when we can 
complete an activity and consistently achieve our desired result. Skill and sensitivity deepen together. 
Experience enables us to recognize patterns, which is required for problem solving.

Personal 

Knowledge 

Systems: 

Beneficial or 
Detrimental?

We control our personal knowledge system. If  we have a narrow and defensive stance, we are 
unlikely to acquire new tools and our experiences will be narrow. A narrow stance generates 
defeatism. If  on the other hand, our stance is optimistic, we are well on the road to acquiring tools 
and experiences that lead to the practice of  integrative thinking.
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The Integrative Thinker’s Stance

The stance of  the integrative thinker includes 6 
features, divided into 2 categories, which alone do not 
guarantee that someone will become an integrative 
thinker, but instead lay the foundation for the 
development of  a stance that favors integrative 
thinking.

I. BELIEFS CONCERNING THE WORLD 
AROUND THE 

INTEGRATIVE THINKER

1. The current model, which is a 
representation of  reality, is only the best 
model so far.

• Subjective models and objective reality are not the 
same.

• Every model is insufficient in that it does not totally 
describe the reality it represents.

2. The tension between conflicting models is 
to be leveraged and not feared.

• All models offer a different perspective of  reality.

• Considering multiple models provides a more 
complete model.

• Opposing models provide the greatest insight into 
problems.

3. One model is insufficient because a better 
model exists.

• Contented Model Defense, wherein we eliminate 
all conflicting models through disbelief, distortion 
or disproval is contrary to an integrative thinking 
stance and the emergence of  a better model.

• Optimistic Model Seekers believe that each 
successive model will be better because all models 
are fallible. The fact that an opposing model exists 
means that a better model will emerge.

• We need to test our models against the best 
available data. If  the data refutes the model, then 
we have the opportunity to learn and create a 
better model

II. BELIEFS ABOUT THE INTEGRATIVE 
THINKER’S ROLE IN THE WORLD.

4. I am capable of  finding a better model.

• Integrative thinking is learned through experience, 
but can also be taught using reverse engineering 
and a dispassionate analysis of  process.

• Use reverse engineering to explore a past dilemma that 
resulted from opposing models. Recording the 
process enables us to understand the disparity 
between our expectations and the outcome.

• Backtrack from resolution, to architecture, to 
causality to salient data. 

• Use two sources of  data, one that confirms 
the model and the other that undermines it. 
In order to avoid contented model defense, we 
want to be able to disconfirm both models. 
This demonstrates that models are only 
representations of  reality and not reality itself  
and builds belief  in the existence of  a better 
model.

5. Confidence in embracing complexity will 
lead to a better resolution.

• The exercise used to come to this idea is TAO or 
working backward through thinking, actions, and 
outcome.

• Generally we do not think about thinking because 
it is hard to think about thinking.

• Systematically reflecting on our thinking enables us 
to change our thinking.

• Insight required for integrative thinking is gained 
only through metacognition.

• To become at ease with complexity we must meet 
it head on.

6. It takes time and patience to create a better 
model.

• Meditation is helpful.

• Patience is the most challenging element of  stance 
as we are preprogrammed to find solutions quickly.

• Patience is learned through experiencing the 
unpleasant results of  taking insufficient time.
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“We just need to think differently and more creatively and more 
intelligently, to create everything out of nothing.” 

- Blecher

A Leap of Mind: How Integrative Thinkers 
Connect the Dots

TOOL 1: 

Generative 

Reasoning

Unlike declarative reasoning which seeks to determine truth or falsity through use of  deductive logic (what 
should be) and inductive logic (what is operative), generative reasoning is inquiry into what might be instead of 
what is or what should be. Generative reasoning is used to find new models of  reality. In addition to deductive and 
inductive logic, generative reasoning employs abductive logic. Abductive logic leads to invention because it 
requires a leap from what is and what is operative to what could be. The following practice exercise of  
generative reasoning facilitates trial and error which lead to creative solutions:

• Seek deeper understanding than what is provided by a statistical sample.

• Use that understanding to seek innovative ways to meet the need.

• Mentally work through hypothetical solutions by working backward through potential resolution, 
architecture, causality, and salience until the best answer is found.

• Although it is initially threatening, deliberately seek out data that refutes the model.

TOOL 2: 

Causal 

Modeling

Causal modeling leads to greater understanding of  causality and and architecture. The goal of  causal 
modeling is to move from the current state to a desired end state. There are 3 levels of  causal modeling

I. Basic
a. Material- in a given situation x causes y to happen
b. Teleological- leads to the understanding of  y or the reason y is desired
II.  System Dynamics

• The underlying premise is that results of  decisions are unsatisfactory because we miss important causal 
relationships or we misinterpret the relationships.

• Focus on finding multi-directional feedback loops that accelerate the relationship between variables.

• Keep a holistic vision of  the problem rather than isolating component parts in order to understand the 
relevant causal feedback loops.

III. Radial Metaphor Tool

• Creating a metaphor for the problem helps us think in ways that are conducive to the creation of  a new 
model.

• Having a metaphor enables us to see causal relationships between basic variables, more sophisticated 
variables, and hold the whole system in mind while working on the constituent parts

Practicing Causal Modeling
1. Using reverse engineering, pick a belief  or practice and break down the causal relationships that underly it.
2. Interview someone about a belief  in order to understand the causal modeling that underpins that belief. 

Make a prediction on that person’s causal modeling prior to the interview.

This exercise will inevitably lead to the understanding that building a causal model, without taking account 
of  the forces of  emotion at work, is very difficult. The exercise leads the thinker to understand that it is 
necessary to take a broad view of  what is salient. Practicing causal modeling helps us to see ourselves as capable 
of  building sophisticated models.
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TOOL 3:

Assertive 

Inquiry

A defensive stance prevents us from learning about other models. The goal of  assertive inquiry is to create 
meaningful sincere dialogue in exploring models that oppose our own. Even exploration of  undesirable models 
through inquiry can lead to solutions. The vehicle for learning this skill is analysis of  personal cases that end 
badly. 
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ASSERTIVE INQUIRY

• Discovers viewpoints which 
broadens understanding, and 
uncovers common ground 
between opposing models.

• Seeks to understand the 
foundations of  opposing 
models through discovery of  
salient data and causal 
relationships

• Leads to creative solutions.

ASSERTIVE INQUIRY IS 
NOT

• Argumentative, leading, 
avoidance of  challenge, nor 
is it a form of  challenge.

• Defense of  any model.

The BENEFITS of  
Assertive Inquiry

• Breaks down opposing 
models into pieces that can 
be recombined.

• Produces powerful causal 
modeling through using 
more minds to explore the 
existing links between 
opposing models.

A WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE: USING THE PAST, INVENTING 

THE FUTURE

“[T]he great ones utilize their experiences to build and deepen their mastery while 
maintaining and expressing their originality. Average leaders do one or the other.”- Martin

Stance, Tools, and Experience One More Time

• Conventional thinkers tend to gather experiences that reinforce 
their tools and their defensive stance.

• Integrative thinkers require new tools because their optimistic 
stance dictates that a better model exists.  Since integrative 
thinkers embrace complexity, they accumulate a greater variety 
of  experiences and more skills.

The Most Powerful Experiences: Mastery Combined 
with Originality

Mastery: gained through purposeful practice that is required to 
understand salient data and causal relationships when solving 
problems
Originality: gained through a desire to experiment and make 
the leap from what is, to something that is not yet invented.

• Conventional thinkers favor mastery over originality and tend 
to make little innovative progress. Mastery without originality 
leads to stagnation of  thought. Salience, causal relationships, 
and architecture remain largely unchanged; therefore, no new 
model emerges. The opposite stance of  pure innovation is 
equally unproductive. At best, innovation without 
understanding of  salience, causal relationship, and architecture 
is desultory.

• Integrative thinkers use experience to simultaneously deepen 
mastery and originality in the pursuit of  innovation.

Analysis of  Past Experience Builds Confidence
Reverse engineering past experiences helps us to expand our 

experiential knowledge. If  our results are consistent with the 
outcome, then stance and tools are affirmed. If, however, there is 
a discrepancy between our expected and achieved outcomes, then 
we can hypothesize which changes in tools and stance would 
produce a better outcome. Either way,  integrative thinking 
capacity is built.

Integrative Thinking: An Art and a Science
The following chart summarizes the knowledge base of  the 

integrative thinker. 

According to Martin, it is this knowledge base that successful 
leaders have in common. Building the capacity of  integrative 
thinking is both an art and a science, one that is open to all 
leaders who believe there is a better way.
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The Opposable Mind: A 

Critique from An Educational 

Perspective

The Opposable Mind by Roger Martin 
includes many compelling ideas for 
leaders who wish to cultivate integrative 

thinking skills within themselves and 
others. Of  particular interest to 
educators is Martin’s premise that our 
current educational system favors the 

cultivation of  a more conventional way 
of  thinking rather than cultivating the 
opposable mind and integrative thinking 

skills. This tendency to favor 
conventional thinking is evident not only 
in our pedagogical approach but also 

our approach to school improvement.
Consider, for example, education’s 

thirst for best practices that improve 
student learning. Educators are 

experiencing innovation burnout as new 
models are thrust upon them at an ever-
increasing rate. Perhaps, what they are 

experiencing is not so much burnout as 
their own exhaustion, not caused by 
anything more than their conventional 

thinking patterns.
If  our default mode, as Martin 

suggests, is conventional thinking, which 
is characterized by contented model 

defense, then it is no wonder that we 
find it difficult to embrace new ideas, 
and, perhaps, we should not. Our model 

of  education ends up looking like 
Frankenstein, a mishmash of  haphazard 
parts that somehow work together and 

get the job done. Are we truly content 
with this model?

 

What if  instead of  attempting to 
impose new models on old, instead of  
trying to bring in new ideas and discard 
old ones, we were to take a different 

approach? If  we begin with Martin’s 
idea that models are only 
representations of  reality and that by 

examining salience, causality, 
architecture and resolution and using 
the tools outlined in the book we will 

perhaps find a new model of  education 
that will synthesize the tensions between 
best practice literature and the current 
educator practices. Quite possibly, it is 

not so much about discarding and 
adopting as it is a lack of  integrative 
thinking.

Perhaps Martin’s biggest point of  
credibility in The Opposable Mind, from 
an educator’s point of  view, is the 

absence of  a prescriptive to-do list. We 
have enough of  those already. While to-
do lists can be helpful, they do not take 
into account that every context is 

different. Martin, instead, outlines a set 
of  processes that leaders in any 
enterprise can apply to any context. 

Martin is clear, however, that 
integrative thinking is not the only 
criteria to be considered in successful 

leadership. His stance of  no model 
being perfect even forces the reader to 
briefly question the value of  a book that 
must, because of  its central thesis, know 

that it is only the best model of  thinking 
thus far. This could be perceived as an 
inherent weakness in Martin’s project, 

but in my opinion, it only serves to 
strengthen the importance of  integrative 
thinking as leaders in all types of  

leadership roles strive to become just a 
little better every day.

ROGER MARTIN
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Be sure to check out an 
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